
How to play 
 

1. Pick 10 cards from your deck of 50 
2. Place a card to start off 
3. When your turn, attack are draw again from your deck 
4. When the opponent's puppy is down, you’ll get another chance to attack the 

player themself. Each player has 1000 HP 
5. If your puppy is down and it’s your turn, place another puppy from your hand 
6. First player to get the opponent’s HP to 0 wins! 

 
 

Creating cards 
 
There are many rules when creating cards, for example the max HP a puppy can have is 
100. Another is that the max a regular attack can do is -60 HP F.O (for opponent). Also a 
card can only have 2 attacks / abilities. Oh and of course the card has to be a dog. The 
max a pup can cure is 30 HP. Also created cards can’t have special moves. And at the top 
left corner, it should have the HP of the pup. At the top right, it should have the type of 
pup it is. (The types are Attack, Defence, or Mystery. For Attack put a sword, for defense, 
a shield, and mystery, a question mark.) Also created cards can’t have Special Moves. 
The last rule is that the cards must be 583 by 767. After that send it in and the staff will 
see it and will see if it follows all the rules or not, if it does, that card is made legal to use 
in the game. 
 
Here’s an example of a card 

 



 
 

More Rules 
 
By now, you’ve seen how to play and also the rules to creating cards, but there are a lot 
more rules to playing the game. Like for example, you can only use your S.M (Special 
Move) 2 times in a game. Another one is that you cannot use cards that are not in your 
deck. (A deck is 50 cards from your collection.) So those are the main ones. You also not 
allowed to use the same attack more than twice. You can use up to 3 puppies at a time, 
but you can only use 1 of their abilities at a time. Right now we are working on more rules 
and things, so make sure to check the website regularly for updates and other changes. 
 
 

The difference between creating cards and 
buying them 
 

 



The difference is that when you create a card there are certain limitations. When you buy 
them, they are pre-made and also have special abilities and powers, they are better to 
use in the game. But it’s always your choice. 
 
 

Tips and Tricks 
 
A good tip is to save your Special Move for the time where your losing. Another is to 
always put your best cards in your deck. Also try to use the cards with the best attacks, 
defenses, or abilities. If you want more tips and tricks, make sure to check this website 
regularly, we update it a lot. 
 
 

Things your allowed to do 
 
First of all, your allowed to switch decks anytime, as long as it’s not while your playing. 
Your also allowed to not have to use cards that cost money. Something else your allowed 
to do is that you can place an extra card for protection to your HP. And that’s about it for 
the Battle Puppies Guild Book for now. 

 
Rarity 
 
 
At the bottom right corner of your cards you might notice a diamond, silver, or gold 
bone. Those bones represent the rarity or the card. The silver bone means rare, the gold 
is ultra rare, and the diamond is legendary. 

 


